New dean of SMU's School of Accountancy Cheng Qiang shares his latest research on CEO pay, independent directors and corporate site visits
Prof Cheng's research spans issues of whether CEO pay is justified, whether having more independent directors helps improve financial reporting quality, and if corporate site visits are useful to analysts.
He is also currently working on a project -using data from social networking site Linkedln -on whether large US companies which employ more tax professionals save more tax. Using data from the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, which requires companies to disclose site visit details, Prof Cheng examined whether analysts' forecasts improved after the site visits.
He explains that site visits are now more important due to regulations barring the selective disclosure of sensitive information by managers to outsiders.
"If you're doing the visit and I'm not doing it, we can compare how accurate your forecast is relative to mine. In the old days, financial analysts could talk to managers to get some information. Now it's not allowed, and this is strictly enforced everywhere," he says.
Despite restrictions on the selective disclosure of material non-public information, site visits can still yield interesting insights. "Of course you can get information cues from the way they respond to your question," he says.
One finding from the paper, which is under review, was that non-local analysts, who are usually 
CEOs and independent directors
In another paper that will be published later this year, Rather, the independent directors need to be well informed-that is, they must be able to easily acquire information about the company.
Such an ideal information environment might be found in companies whose listed stocks are highly liquid, possess a low bid-ask spread, have high analyst coverage and little forecast error.
Prof Cheng found that in these companies, having a majority of directors who are independent will lead to less earnings manipulation. 
Common investor issues

New challenges
Looking ahead, as the new dean of SMU's accounting school, Prof Cheng says one challenge is to make SMU relevant and attractive as a place to study accounting. This is due to the multiple routes one can take now to become a professional accountant, he says. This is a monthly series brought to you by the Singapore Management University. Next month's feature will discuss ways to harness technology to develop urban solutions for a Smart Nation.
